


Our vision at origin is simple, a truly decentralized 
platform incorporating long-term growth and 
sustainability. W e aim to achieve this by introduc-
ing our Origin DAO platform. The Origin DAO plat-
form will allow our community to utilize a 
voting system to vote for a range of utility pro-
posals that benefit consumers and generate income 

via a buy-back and burn system. This profit model 
benefits all token holders and keeps the token 
supply deflationary.

Utility proposals will range from consumer to de-
veloper utility products focused on high-user traf-
Utility proposals will range from consumer to de-
veloper utility products focused on high-user traf-
fic. W ith competitive nature in mind and re-
al-world entrepreneurial experience, Origin DAO 
will have product proposals aimed at delivering 
the best user experience, at competitive price points 
that are efficient and have user demand.



W elcome to Origin DAO.

Now that you are a part of the pedigree you must Now that you are a part of the pedigree you must 
take action and use your cunning to become one as 
a community. One of the marvelous things about 
community is that it enables us to welcome and 
help people in a way we couldn't as individuals. 
W hen we pool our strength and share the work 
and responsibility, we can welcome many people, 
even those in deep distress, and perhaps help them 
find self-confidence and a sense of belonging. Power 
should never be held by a select few but instead by 

the majority.

To all DAO members



W hat is a DAO

A DAO is a decentralized autonomous organiza-
tion, a type of bottom-up entity structure with no 
central authority. Members of a DAO own tokens 
of the DAO, and members can vote on initiatives 

for the entity.

W ho invented DAOs?

The term DAO was coined in 2013 by Vitalik 
Buterin. Three years later, the first official DAO 
was formed– a crowdfunding platform aptly (and 

succinctly) dubbed The DAO.

To all DAO members Part II



The voting system

Origin Token holders will be at the center of the Origin Token holders will be at the center of the 
voting system being able to vote on utility propos-
als. Voting power is directly correlated with 
your token holdings (The more significant, the more 
influence you hold). The originators have zero 
token holdings equating to zero voting power. The 
Top 30 token holders aka 'The W orthy' will have 
no voting power, as due to their wealth may be 
able to sway the voting results of the majority.

Proposal submission

Proposals can be submitted by The Originators & 
the worthy (Top 30 Token holders).  As stated pre-
viously both parties have zero voting power, as 

this could outweigh the majority decision.

Re-iteration: The originators and The W orthy 
have zero voting power.  

Re-iteration: The originators and The W orthy 
have zero voting power.  
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Origin ($OG)

Origin ($OG) is the native token or the Origin DAO 
ecosystem. Used for voting, and holder perks on 

Origin DAO utility products.

$OG Token total supply: 1,000,000,000

Each buy/sell of $OG token holds a 5% tax split Each buy/sell of $OG token holds a 5% tax split 
to bolster the liquidity pair (1.5%), and provide 
funds for development and marketing (3.5%).
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Revenue model

Our revenue-generating model has been curated to Our revenue-generating model has been curated to 
have longevity in mind for the project. Through 
multiple income streams not limited to DAPPS but 
also advertising in public consumer areas. Origin 
DAO is designed to become a decentralized power-

house.

80% of the revenue generated from each product 
will be used to buy back the Origin token at 
random followed by a burning of the amount pur-
chased, aimed to keep the supply deflationary. 20% 
of revenues will be used for Operations in support 
of the Originators. An affiliate marketing struc-
ture may be implemented to select products to help 

and its utilities.

Security

Audits will be performed on the products produced 
by Origin DAO.
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